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Develop Your Style and Expression 
Course Project 

 
 
Instructions: 
Photographers develop styles that lead to the expression of their visions over time. In this project, you have the 
opportunity to thoughtfully consider different styles and how you would like to use them to express yourself in your 
photographs. If you have a good deal of experience and have already begun to develop your styles, consider this an 
opportunity to pause and reflect — to really think about what you are doing and why. You may find yourself learning and 
applying something new.  
 
In Part One, you explore expression and technique by analyzing several photographs. 
 
In Part Two, you will identify initial expressive interests and begin to develop stylistic approaches that reveal your 
interests. You will think about the approaches that you want to try, and then you will test and refine them in practice. 
 
In Part Three, you apply your stylistic approach to a photography project of 10 photos to demonstrate your expressive 
intention. 
 
Complete each project part as you progress through the course. Wait to submit the project until all parts are complete. 
Begin your course project by completing Part One below. A submit button can be found on the Project Part Three page. 
Information about the grading rubric is available on all of the course project assignment online pages. Do not hesitate to 
contact your instructor if you have any questions about the project. 
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PART ONE 

Explore Style, Technique, and Expression 
___________________________________________________________________ 

Studying photographs provides a foundation for understanding how technique and style can be used to express a 
photographer’s vision or intention. In this section, you will analyze several photos to consider how technique and style 
achieve expression. 
 
1. Analyze the following five photographs. Answer the questions for each photograph to note your findings about       
    expression, style, and techniques.  

 

Photograph 1 

 

 
Image by Pexels from Pixabay 

 

 
  

What do you think the photographer is trying to say about this subject? Include what you think the 
photographer is trying to reveal and lead the audience to think and feel. 

 
The young man in this photo looks forlorn.  

The photographer is trying to reveal a reality that many people are lost or alone in a big city. 

No one takes notice as the subway train flashed past. 
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What style(s) did the photographer use to express his or her intent? 

 

Arranging the 
Subject 

Camera/ 
Lens* Choice 

Shutter and 
Lens Effects 

Lighting 
Exposure 
Effects 

Perspective 

Scene design- 
Subject placed 
on a big-city 
subway 
platform. 
Scene created 
with intention. 

Camera- 
Medium format 
DSLR camera 
____________ 
Lens- 
15-30 f/2.8 
16-80 f/ 2.8-4 
18-200 f/3.5-5.6 
50mm f/1.8 
 

Shallow depth of 
field 
 
Fast shutter 
speed 

Diffused 
Direction 

Under exposure 
Low key 

Close 
Low 

 

* I evaluated which lenses from my collection would be candidates to take the featured photo. 

 

What techniques did the photographer use to achieve the photographic results? 

 

Light Perspective Focus Composition Framing Motion 

Diffused light 
Low key 

Close Selective Symmetrical 
Horizontal/ 
Landscape 

Frozen motion- 
Subject 
 
Motion blur- 
Subway train in 
background 
 

 

Describe which styles and techniques you would like to use in your photographs. Explain why or  
why not you would use any of this photographer’s styles or techniques. 

 

Styles I would use: Why: 
Techniques I would 
use: 

Why: 

 Scene design 
 Shallow DOF 
 Fast shutter 

speed 
 Diffused light 
 Close/low 

In Nature photography, I 
can see expressive value 
for each of these 
approaches to assist me 
as I make creative 
decisions about 
composition and the tone 
of a photo. 

 Diffused light 
 Close 

perspective 
 Selective focus 
 Symmetrical 
 Horizontal 
 Frozen motion 
 Motion blur 

 
 
As I answered the 
previous questions, I had 
my own equipment and 
goals in mind. Although 
this photographer took the 
photo in a city setting, I 
believe the intent and 
results could also apply in 
Nature photography. 
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Photograph 2  

 

 
Image by Victoria Borodinova from Pixabay 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What do you think the photographer is trying to say about this subject? Include what you think the 
photographer is trying to reveal and lead the audience to think and feel. 

 
This young woman is perky and confident. 

The photographer is in an advertising agency studio with a model. 

This is part of a national campaign to build awareness about heart disease and stroke in women-  

Go Red for Women sponsored by the American Heart Association. 
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What style(s) did the photographer use to express his or her intent? 

 

Arranging the 
Subject 

Camera/ 
Lens* Choice 

Shutter and 
Lens Effects 

Lighting 
Exposure 
Effects 

Perspective 

Composition 
Adjustment- all 
the accessories 
worn by this 
woman are 
carefully 
selected and 
placed. 
Pose of subject 
is arranged. 
 

Camera- 
Medium format 
DSLR camera 
_____ 
 
Lens- 
50mm f/50 
60mm f/2.8 

Shallow depth of 
field 
 
Fast shutter 
speed 

Diffused studio 
lighting 
 
Studio light 
accessory 
equipment to 
allow control of 
light placement  
 

Normal 
exposure/ high 
key 

Close 
 
Eye level 
 

 

* I evaluated which lenses from my collection would be candidates to take the featured photo. 

 

What techniques did the photographer use to achieve the photographic results? 

 

Light Perspective Focus Composition Framing Motion 

Diffused- 
artificial light 

Close 
Normal 

Uniform 
` 

Ordered 
Symmetrical/ 
Balanced 

Horizontal/ 
Landscape 

Frozen 

 

 

 

Describe which styles and techniques you would like to use in your photographs. Explain why or  
why not you would use any of this photographer’s styles or techniques. 

 

Styles I would not use: Why not: 
Techniques I would not 
use: 

Why not: 

Composition adjustment 
I aspire to capture what I 
see in the natural world as 
Nature arranges herself. 

Diffused studio lighting 

I enjoy working with 
natural lighting in the 
outdoors. I don’t imagine 
using a studio setting. 
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Photograph 3 

 
 

 
Image by 1465301 from Pixabay 
 

 

  

What do you think the photographer is trying to say about this subject? Include what you think the 
photographer is trying to reveal and lead the audience to think and feel. 

 
This beverage is cold. 

The photographer is in an advertising agency studio. 

This is part of an advertising campaign to promote a cooling drink of a clear liquid- presumably water-  

spot-lights in narrow beam of light 

 

What style(s) did the photographer use to express his or her intent? 

 

Arranging the 
Subject 

Camera/ 
Lens* Choice 

Shutter and 
Lens Effects 

Lighting 
Exposure 
Effects 

Perspective 

Composition 
adjustment- 
All elements in 
set are carefully 
constructed 

 
Camera- 
Medium format 
DSLR camera 
_____ 
 
Lens- 
50mm f/50 
60mm f/2.8 
 

Shallow depth of 
field 
 
Fast shutter 
speed 

Direct studio 
lighting 
 
Studio light 
accessory 
equipment to 
allow control of 
light placement  
 

Underexposure/ 
low key 
 
Edgy,  

Close 
 
Below eye level 
 

* I evaluated which lenses from my collection would be candidates to take the featured photo. 
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What techniques did the photographer use to achieve the photographic results? 

 

Light Perspective Focus Composition Framing Motion 

Direct- beam 
projected 
through the 
glass to back 
wall 
 
Low key 

Close 
 
Telephoto to 
isolate subject in 
foreground 

Selective Ordered 
Horizontal/ 
landscape 

Frozen motion 

 

 

 

Describe which styles and techniques you would like to use in your photographs. Explain why or  
why not you would use any of this photographer’s styles or techniques. 

 

Styles I would not use: Why not: 
Techniques I would 
use: 

Why: 

Composition adjustment 
I aspire to capture what I 
see in the natural world as 
Nature arranges herself. 

Frozen motion 

In Nature there are always 
splashes made when 
water fowl are observed 
on lakes, ponds, etc. 
Effective use of frozen 
motion is a technique that 
I want to have as an 
automatic thing I know 
how to do! 
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Photograph 4  

 

 
Image by Jose Gracia from Pixabay 
 
 

 

 

What do you think the photographer is trying to say about this subject? Include what you think the 
photographer is trying to reveal and lead the audience to think and feel. 

 
Go here only if you dare! This stairway leads only to a deep, dark abyss. 

The place depicted in this photo is not somewhere that welcoming… however, it is very mysterious… which 
could be the allure. Reminds me of drawings in Chris Van Allsburg’s book- The Mysteries of Harris Burdick! 
 

What style(s) did the photographer use to express his or her intent? 

 

Arranging the 
Subject 

Camera/ 
Lens* Choice 

Shutter and 
Lens Effects 

Lighting 
Exposure 
Effects 

Perspective 

Scene design- 
this 
photographer 
found a dark 
stairway and 
took advantage 
of the location to 
achieve the 
intent of 
depicting doom. 

Camera- 
Medium format 
DSLR camera 
_____ 
 
Lens- 
70-200mm f/2.8 

Deep depth of 
field 
 
Slow Shutter 
speed 

Diffused 
 
Artificial lighting-  
Exceptional use 
of stairwell 
lighting 

Under exposed 
Low key 

Distant 
High- looking 
downwards… 

 

* I evaluated which lenses from my collection would be candidates to take the featured photo. 
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What techniques did the photographer use to achieve the photographic results? 

 

Light Perspective Focus Composition Framing Motion 

This is a tricky 
one- 
Direct artificial- 
although it is 
very dim light, I 
don’t think it is 
diffused 
because the 
light bands 
through out the 
photo are crisp. 
 
Low key 

High- atop of 
stairs 
 
Telephoto 

Uniform 
Symmetrical 
 
Ordered 

Horizontal/ 
landscape 

Frozen 

 

 

 

Describe which styles and techniques you would like to use in your photographs.  Explain why or  
why not you would use any of this photographer’s styles or techniques. 

 

Styles I would use: Why: 
Techniques I would 
use: 

Why: 

 Deep depth of 
field 

 
 Slow Shutter 

speed 

Deep DOF is useful in 
Nature photography to 
help place organisms and 
natural structures into 
context with each other.  

 Uniform focus 

When photos are taken to 
document a sighting, 
maintaining sharpness in 
all parts of a scene is 
critical. 
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Photograph 5 

 

 
Image by Strikers from Pixabay 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What do you think the photographer is trying to say about this subject? Include what you think the 
photographer is trying to reveal and lead the audience to think and feel. 

 
A day is coming to an end along a lake shore.  
 
The photographer made a decision to disturb the mirror-like quality of still water. Surrounded by a gazillion 
rocks and pebbles, s/he lops one in front of the shot already keyed into the camera atop the tripod… and- 
splat… 
 
Or.. does the audience get to guess who/what made the rings?  
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What style(s) did the photographer use to express his or her intent? 

 

Arranging the 
Subject 

Camera/Lens 
Choice 

Shutter and 
Lens Effects 

Lighting 
Exposure 
Effects 

Perspective 

Composition 
adjustment- 
The 
photographer 
selected where 
to position the 
camera to 
include the 
desired 
elements found 
in this 
land/bayscape 
photo. 
 

Camera- 
Medium format 
DSLR camera 
_____ 
 
Lens- 
24-70mm f/2.8 
70-200mm f/2.8 
18-200mm f/3.5-
5.6 
 

Deep depth of 
field 
 
Fast Shutter 
speed 

Diffused natural 
lighting/ end of 
day 
“Golden hour” 
 
 

Normal 
exposure 

Distant 
 
Eye-level 
looking out to 
horizon 

 

* I evaluated which lenses from my collection would be candidates to take the featured photo. 

 

What techniques did the photographer use to achieve the photographic results? 

 

Light Perspective Focus Composition Framing Motion 

Diffused natural 
light 

Eye-level-typical 
for anyone 
viewing the 
scene 
 
Wide(ish) angle 

Uniform 
 

Symmetrical 
balance- if 
diagonal line 
drawn to 
connect row of 
boulders that 
start in lower left 
corner of 
composition  
 

Horizontal/ 
landscape 

Frozen 

 

Describe which styles and techniques you would like to use in your photographs. Explain why or  
why not you would use any of this photographer’s styles or techniques. 

 

Styles I would use: Why: 
Techniques I would 
use: 

Why: 

This is the only photo in the collection that represents the type of photo a Nature Photographer might take. With 
that noted, all the stylistic and technical attributes present in this photo are applicable to photos I might use in my 
own photographs. 
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PART TWO 

Initiate Your Style  
___________________________________________________________________ 
In this section, you will start to develop your style. You will start by identifying an expressive interest you want to 
share and defining an initial approach you think will enable you to make photographs that express your ideas. You 
will then apply and modify your approaches in a photographic shoot and share the results. 
 
1. Identify an expressive interest you would like to convey in your photographs. 
 

In the Pacific Northwest, we are beginning our damp, foggy, and mostly rainy season. It is a 
time of year that mushroom hunters look forward to all year. Although I’m not a mushroom 
hunter, like my daughter, I am intrigued by the multitude of shapes and sizes that fungi 
exhibit. That is what attracts me to looking for them! Mushrooms are intriguing as subject for 
photographs. 

 
2. Select a broad subject that relates to your expressive interest and explain the photographic approach and 

techniques you will use to create photographs that convey your expressive interest. 
 

While standing at my kitchen window, I looked out at some stumps that serve as pedestals 
for a few pieces of garden sculpture. Next to the frog, turtle, and rabbit sculptures some odd 
new shapes and colors appeared! 
 
Guess what? They are all mushrooms! I am interested in capturing some close-ups of the 
recent new-arrivals since the start of our wet season. 

 
 
3. Take a series of photos that start with your planned approach. Review your photos as you proceed and make 

additional modifications to your techniques to create photos that better reveal your expressive interest. 
 

Take notes about your process and your results because you will share them in the next question. 
 

4. Submit five photos that show your progress from the first photo to the final photo that best reveals your 
expressive interest. For each photo, use the following spaces to summarize the approach you used and how 
and why you refined it from previous attempts. 

 
Note: You will submit your photos as individual files within a ZIP file when you submit this project. Use the 
following or similar file naming convention so your instructor will know which photo goes with which 
description: 
Convention: Course_Your Name_Project Part_Photo Sequence 
Example: AAP105_JDoe_Part2_Q4_Photo01  
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Photo 1:  aap105_part 2_Jane Wilson_01 

Describe the initial approach and techniques you used to achieve the results.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

I was pretty excited about getting out to see what was blooming on this stump next 
to our little garden turtle. Timing was good, early morning and the rain stopped 
between showers. However, if there’s one thing I know about myself, it’s not to rush 
into releasing the shutter button! In my enthusiasm, I neglected my own best self-
coaching and released the shutter without taking the appropriate time to think the 
composition through. I knew what my subject matter was, but needed this shot to put 
what I know about style and technique into play. 
 
This initial photo afforded me the opportunity to scan background, note camera 
settings, and basically get my bearings.  
I had already selected the lens I wanted for this photo session- my Tamron 15-30mm 
2.8 was up for the challenge! 
f/11 I thought was too great a depth of field. I wanted the background muted. 
 
Camera Nikon NIKON D850 

Lens TAMRON SP 15-30mm F2.8 Di VC USD A012N 

Focal Length 30.0 mm (30.0 mm in 35mm) 

Aperture f/11 

Exposure Time 0.01667s (1/60) 
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Photo 2:  aap105_part 2_Jane Wilson_02 

Describe the approach and techniques you used to achieve the results. If appropriate, explain what 
modifications you made from previous attempts and why. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Photo 3: aap105_part 2_Jane Wilson_03 

Describe the approach and techniques you used to achieve the results. If appropriate, explain what 
modifications you made from previous attempts and why. 

 

Camera Nikon NIKON D850 

Lens TAMRON SP 15-30mm F2.8 Di VC USD A012N

Focal Length 30.0 mm (30.0 mm in 35mm) 

Aperture f/4 

Exposure Time 0.002s (1/500) 

ISO 1600 

 

f/4 – voila! 

I continued to move around the composition looking for the sweet spot in the story of the backyard yellow 

Mushrooms.  Side view. 

 

With technical decisions under control- camera, lens choice, light, selective focus, all 
decided. The rest of my photos served as practice for composition and perspective. 
 
Camera Nikon NIKON D850 

Lens TAMRON SP 15-30mm F2.8 Di VC USD A012N 

Focal Length 30.0 mm (30.0 mm in 35mm) 

Aperture f/5.6 

Exposure Time 0.008s (1/125) 

ISO 1600 

 
This photo was a look at the mushroom and turtle from looking down. f/5.6 was a 
better aperture, but not exactly the look I wanted. 
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Photo 4:  aap105_part 2_Jane Wilson_04 

Describe the approach and techniques you used to achieve the results. If appropriate, explain what 
modifications you made from previous attempts and why. 

 
Camera Nikon NIKON D850 

Lens TAMRON SP 15-30mm F2.8 Di VC USD A012N

Focal Length 30.0 mm (30.0 mm in 35mm) 

Aperture f/4 

Exposure Time 0.002s (1/500) 

ISO 1600 

 
 
 

 

 

Back viewl 

 

Photo 5:  aap105_part 2_Jane Wilson_05 

Describe the approach and techniques you used to achieve the results. If appropriate, explain what 
modifications you made from previous attempts and why. 

 
Camera Nikon NIKON D850 

Lens TAMRON SP 15-30mm F2.8 Di VC USD A012N

Focal Length 30.0 mm (30.0 mm in 35mm) 

Aperture f/4 

Exposure Time 0.002s (1/500) 

ISO 3200 

 

This is the look I wanted! I went lower, and was pleased with the turtle giving the appearance peeking out  

From behind the mushroom forest. I was also very satisfied with the close, low perspective. 
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PART THREE 

Demonstrate Your Expressive Intentions  
___________________________________________________________________ 
In this section, you will create a 10-photo portfolio demonstrating your expressive intentions. 
 
1. Select a broad photography genre to use as a basic theme for a portfolio of 10 photos. (You can use the 

same subject you used in Part Two). Examples include: nature, commercial, portraits, sports, journalism, etc. 
 

I continued with my genre focus:  Fine Arts/ Nature  
 
 
 

 
2. Define a specific expressive intent for this theme you want to share through your portfolio. 

 

I expanded my search for mushrooms around our property. 
My focus for this portfolio is our wood pile. At first, I noticed many large fungi forms. The 
longer I spent at the wood pile, the more I saw. From large forms to the tiniest mushrooms 
I’ve ever seen!  
 
I hope you will enjoy my discoveries.  Keep you eye out for two little critters I also found- a 
white insect, and a spider.  Both were VERY little! 
 

 
 

3. Describe the initial stylistic approaches you will use to create your photos for this portfolio. You may use the 
approaches and techniques you used in Part Two or start with something new. 
 

I continued with my stylistic approached from part two. I played around with several lenses in 
the process. 
 

 
 

4. Take your photos, using an iterative shoot, review, revise process, and select the 10 photos that best 
represent your expressive intention. For each photo, summarize the stylistic approaches and techniques you 
used and the modifications you made to achieve the final result. 

 
Note: You will submit your photos as individual files within a ZIP file when you submit this project. Use the 
following or similar file naming convention so your instructor will know which photo goes with which 
description: 
Convention: Course_Your Name_Project Part_Photo Sequence 
Example: AAP105_JDoe_Part3_Q4_Photo01 
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Photo Photo File Name 
Summary 
Initial Approach and Modifications 

01 AAP105_part3_JaneWilson_01 The wood pile! 

02 AAP105_part3_JaneWilson_02 Fungi in the crack of a larger log. 

03 AAP105_part3_JaneWilson_03 Tiny mushroom noticed after looking “big.” 

04 AAP105_part3_JaneWilson_04 Very showy fungi- oh that color! 

05 AAP105_part3_JaneWilson_05 A look BEHIND the wood pile- stair steps from the ground 
upwards on the log pile. 

06 AAP105_part3_JaneWilson_06 I would not have expected to see a mushroom here! 

07 AAP105_part3_JaneWilson_07 More tiny wonders between the logs. 

08 AAP105_part3_JaneWilson_08 I was about to leave this spot, when something moved. It 
took many tries to get this little insect in focus. 

09 AAP105_part3_JaneWilson_09 Mushroom, like cliff dwellers, popping out of rotting 
woodpecker tapped holes. 

10 AAP105_part3_JaneWilson_10 Beautiful fungi like lace edging on a fancy dress- complete 
with thread spun by a small spider. 

 
(The chart in my packet would not accept input… so I made this one)  
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5. Consider what you have learned about your expressive intents and preferred styles. Summarize what you find   
    is your current expressive intent, your preferred styles, and the techniques you found enable you to achieve  
    your desired results. Also, include what additional practice you intend to pursue to further refine your  
    techniques or what additional techniques and styles you plan to explore. 
 

I have learned that there is merit in what I want to express and share about Nature through my 
photography. I’m very encouraged about the continuing growth I am experiencing in understanding the 
art and science of photography. My camera is a tool that will further a vision that I have realized about 
myself and my attraction to Nature: 
 

My commitment to learning how to better observe, interpret, and share information about the 
natural sciences associated with dynamic earth is heart-felt. Inspiration comes from eagerness 
to nurture a sense of wonder about the natural world. I’d like to be an advocate who supports 
others in defining their own connections with nature, understanding why those connections are 
important, and … in the process, becoming nature literate. Seems to me there is an increasing 
urgency for nature literacy and the guiding principles it holds for the stewardship of a 
sustainable and healthy planet. 
 

The styles I wish to master are connected with best use of natural lighting, honing my talents in 
composing either compelling and/or informative views of the many aspects of natural history. 
 
I am very grateful to own all the quality photo equipment beyond what I imagined… I appreciate all the 
tools at my beckoning… my intention is to continue pursuing the tools we learned about in this class: 
elements of photographic technique and stylistic approaches. 
 
I happy to see myself well on this amazing journey… each of my AAP classes has helped me to cross 
new bridges and to find new paths of inspiration. 
 
 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 
To submit this assignment, please refer to the instructions in the course.  


